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Potentially life-threatening medical events, like SCAD, can be very stressful and scary. It is
common to have a variety of emotional reactions to extremely stressful and traumatic events,
including fear, anxiety, sadness, and irritability. For most individuals, these emotional reactions will
resolve and get better on their own. However, for some individuals, these symptoms can persist
and cause great distress and/or interfere with one’s home or work life. Some people can even
develop posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) after a potentially life-threatening medical event.
Although we often think of PTSD as a psychological condition that affects war veterans, PTSD can
also be triggered by experiencing an acute medical event.1 Not everyone who experiences a
potentially life-threatening medical event will have PTSD onset—some individuals are more likely
to develop it than others. However, it has been found to affect a sizeable number of survivors of
these events. For example, it has been estimated that approximately 12% of patients develop
symptoms of PTSD after a heart attack.2
There are four types of symptoms of PTSD:
1) Reliving the event
These symptoms involve having memories of the traumatic event. They can come back at any
time, including during the day and at night (e.g., in the form of nightmares). Sometimes,
individuals can even feel like they are going through the event again (flashbacks).
2) Avoiding reminders of the event
Individuals may try to avoid situations or people that trigger memories of the traumatic event.
They may also try to avoid thinking or talking about the event.
3) Negative changes in beliefs and feelings
These symptoms involve alterations in how individuals think and feel about themselves, others,
and the world. For example, people may no longer experience loving feelings toward others or
think that the world is a totally dangerous place.
4) Feeling keyed up
Individuals may be keyed up and on alert for danger after a traumatic event. They may startle
easily (e.g., jump if there is a loud sound), have difficulty sleeping, or have trouble concentrating.
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If you experience symptoms like these after a traumatic event for more than four weeks, find that
these symptoms bother you greatly, and/or disrupt your home or work life, it is recommended
that you seek professional help from a doctor or counselor. Some resources for finding treatment
providers in your area include:
Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies “Find a CBT Therapist”
http://www.findcbt.org/xFAT/
International Society for Traumatic Stress Studies Clinician Directory
http://www.istss.org/find-a-clinician.aspx
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